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Abstract
Separation logic [20,21,14] began life as an extended formalisation of Burstall’s treatment of list-
mutating programs [8]. It rapidly became clear that there was more that it could say: O’Hearn’s
discovery [13] of ownership transfer of buﬀers between threads and Boyland’s suggestion [5] of
permissions to deal with variable and heap sharing pointed the way to a treatment of safe resource
management in concurrent programs. That treatment has so far been incomplete because it deals
only with heap cells and not with with (stack) variables as resource.
Adding ‘variable contexts’ — in the simplest case, lists of owned variables — to assertions in Hoare
logic allows a resource treatment of variables. It seems that a formal treatment of aliasing is
possible too. It gives a complete formal treatment of critical sections (for the ﬁrst time, so far as I
am aware).
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1 Background
Separation logic, pre permissions, is described in [21,14]. It began as an ex-
pansion of Burstall’s treatment of lists [8]. Burstall recognised that if lists in
the store are separated, we can reason about mutations to each list separately.
Reynolds, in [20], extended that idea to mutations of all kinds of heap data
structure. He, O’Hearn and others made the idea of separation central to a
logic which is a model of BI [17,19] and an extension of Hoare logic. The
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current state of separation logic, and what you can do with it, is described in
detail in [15] and [7]. I give a very brief summary here of relevant points.
Separation logic has the normal connectives and quantiﬁers of classical
predicate calculus, plus
• emp is an empty heap;
• E → E ′ is a heap of one cell with address E and contents E ′ (E and E ′
must be ‘pure’ expressions made up of constants and variable names, and
thus cannot mention the heap);
• E → is shorthand for ∃k · (E → k);
• A  B is a heap which can be separated into two parts, one described by A
and the other by B;
• A ∧B is a heap which is described by A and at the same time by B;
• A− B is a heap which, if we added a separate portion satisfying A, would
satisfy B.
Proof-theoretically () is multiplicative conjunction (one part of the context
proves A, the other B) whereas (∧) is additive conjunction (the whole context
proves A and the same context proves B). Similarly, (−) is multiplicative
implication and (→) is additive implication. In practice so far most researchers
don’t use (−) very much.
Building separation into the logic makes it possible to make very elegant
proofs of heap-mutating programs, making earlier attempts (e.g. my own in
[3]) look clumsy and over-complicated. But it was O’Hearn’s invention of
ownership transfer [15] that really gave the logic an edge: it is possible to
show, using the idea of separation, how ownership of a heap buﬀer can be
transferred from one concurrent thread to another. Brookes, in [7], showed
that the idea is sound. The notion of permissions, in [4] — not yet proved
sound, but with a convincing model — allows partial degrees of ownership
and in particular read-only shared heap buﬀers.
Not everything is settled yet. In particular there are diﬃculties with vari-
ables — the ‘stack’, in Reynolds’ terminology. The () operator works on
the heap, but the stack is dealt with by side conditions. The frame rule, for
example, which allows us to focus on the resource Q and R that a command
needs to do its work, is
{Q}C {R}
{P  Q}C {P  R} (modiﬁes C ∩ vars P = ∅) (1)
The frame property of the logic is subtle: informally, if a command C is safe
(doesn’t go wrong) in a given heap, then the result of executing it in a larger
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heap can be tracked to some execution in the original heap [22]. If P is
separate from Q, and C transforms Q into R then, by the frame property,
surely when C ﬁnishes we have R and — separately and therefore untouched
— still P . Well, yes: but if C alters one of the variables that appear in P then
the meaning of P changes; the side condition outlaws just that possibility,
and the rule is sound. That side condition is not easily checked: modifying
assignments could appear in C, provided they aren’t reachable starting from
a state described by Q; if C contains procedure calls then the modiﬁcation
constraint must be applied to those procedures.
Concurrency is dealt with by two associated rules and by the notion of
named resource bundles. The concurrency rule:
{Q1}C1 {R1} · · · {Qn}Cn {Rn}
{Q1  · · ·  Qn} (C1 ‖ · · · ‖ Cn) {R1  · · ·  Rn} (2)
has two side conditions: a variable changed in one thread can’t appear in
another unless it is owned by a resource bundle; and thread Ci must not
modify variables free in Qj or Rj when j 	= i.
The CCR rule: 1
{(Q  Ib) ∧G}C {R  Ib}
{Q}with b when G do C od {R} (3)
also has two side conditions. Variables owned by resource bundle b can’t
appear in the program outside the guard G and command C of a CCR (that,
at least, is a syntactic condition that a compiler could easily check); and no
other process can modify variables free in Q and R (subtle, global, hard to
check, and we shall see what it means in section 11).
CCRs aren’t easy to implement, but they are easy to reason about, and
O’Hearn points out in [15] that it’s convenient to treat the easy-to-implement
mutex as a special form of CCR:
P(m) is “with m when m = 1 do m := 0 od”
V(m) is “with m when true do m := 1 od”
(4)
(we shall see a similar treatment of counting semaphores later, whose command-
bodies are n−− and n++ instead of m := 0 and m := 1). This treatment
1 CCR for Conditional Critical Region: C (command) is the critical region, G (guard) is
the condition. CCRs were introduced by Hoare in [12]. Hoare called b a ‘resource’; I call
it a ‘resource bundle’, or ‘bundle’ for short. The treatment here, taken from O’Hearn [15],
is diﬀerent in other details from Hoare’s but very close in spirit; it is signiﬁcantly simpler
than that of Owicki and Gries [18].
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inverts the usual treatment of semaphores as ‘keep-out’ barriers and makes
them ‘come-in’ stores of resource. That’s an important insight, and it is ex-
ploited in all the proofs below.
Although in this paper I’m trying to polish the frame and concurrency
rules by eliminating side conditions, it’s important to acknowledge what’s
already marvellous about them. The frame property lies behind the frame
rule: if program components don’t exceed their speciﬁed resource footprints
then we can focus on the footprint and ignore everything else. The stage magic
practised by new and dispose, with axioms
{emp}x := new() {x → }
{E → } disposeE {emp} (5)
preserves the frame property even when heap resource is created and re-
claimed.
In the concurrency rule we can reason about threads separately if we have
the frame property and if every thread plays by the resource-bundle-invariant
rules. The separation property is that separated well-behaved threads stay sep-
arated. And that, crucially, allows an explanation of how critical sections work
so far as the heap is concerned: if I have a heap resource E → which I got
from a resource bundle using a CCR, I can be sure that you can’t have it at the
same time. If the critical section needs that heap resource to do its work, it’s
impossible that we could both be resourced to execute it at the same time. So
if we are separate well-behaved threads – ‘well-behaved’ means staying within
our resource footprints – then resource exclusivity implies critical-section mu-
tual exclusion. That argument is new, so far as I’m aware, and it seems to me
to be the basis of the best available formal explanation of how critical sections
work.
The argument works ﬁne for heap buﬀers, but what do we do about vari-
ables? Mutual exclusion of critical sections often depends on ownership of
variables (consider, for example, the variable c in ﬁgure 4, which must only be
used during the critical sections between P (m) and V (m)). Variables ought
to be resource, treated formally by the logic and not mumbled over in side
conditions.
There seem to be two approaches to the problem. One is to “put the stack
in the heap” — i.e. treat variables in the same way that we treat heap buﬀers.
That approach, though it would have considerable advantages if it were suc-
cessful, hasn’t yet led to an elegant logic. In particular it seems that we would
have to give up the beautiful simplicity of Hoare’s variable-assignment axiom
(7), and our assertions would become much more complicated.
The other approach is to run at it bull-headed, as they say in Lancashire,
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and describe variable ownership in such a way that it isn’t aﬀected by substi-
tution in the variable-assignment rule. That is the approach taken here.
2 The problem summarised
Separation logic permits only a restricted range of assignments. If E is a pure
expression, mentioning only variables and constants but not the heap, we are
allowed
• x := E (variables to variable);
• x := [E] (heap to variable);
• [E] := E ′ (variables to heap);
• x := new() (expand the heap and assign to a variable).
All other formulae in the language — in conditionals, loops and procedure
arguments — must be pure expressions. The frame rule then lets us focus on
the heap resource used by assignments, through the ‘small axioms’ (the axiom
for new is given in (5)):
{E → E ′} x := [E] {E → E ′ ∧ x = E ′}
provided x does not occur free in E or E ′
{E → } [E] := E ′ {E → E ′}
(6)
The restriction to pure expressions E and E ′ means that we don’t have to
worry about aliasing in heap mutation, and ()-separation does the rest. There
are ‘backward’ (weakest-precondition) versions of these axioms which are a
little more complicated but don’t have side conditions. The side condition
isn’t important for this discussion, though, and for simplicity of explanation
I’m going to stick with the forward versions throughout the paper.
Pure-expression-to-variable assignment doesn’t use the heap, so it can use
the backward-reasoning Hoare axiom
{RxE} x := E {R}, provided x is not aliased in R. (7)
This allows easy mechanical calculation, which is nice, gives a weakest precon-
dition, which is even nicer, and has no side condition worth worrying about
since separation logic has no means of aliasing stack variables. In particular,
because heaps are partial maps from Nat to Int, it works well with E → E′
assertions in R. For example:
{x + 1 → 2(x + 1)} x := x + 1 {x → 2x} (8)
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The assignment doesn’t aﬀect ownership of the heap — we own one cell before
the assignment, and we own the same cell with the same contents afterwards
— but it does aﬀect the way we describe that ownership. Beforehand we
describe the cell by giving the address x + 1; afterwards the same address is
described by x. This is all very ﬁne, completely obvious, and just as it should
be. It supports the reading of → as ownership [15], and it even allows it to
be read as a permission [4].
2.1 Assignment doesn’t aﬀect owership of variables
I want to extend the notions of ownership and permission to stack variables.
It’s important to recognise a principle: assignment doesn’t aﬀect ownership.
To avoid races, if you execute x := x + 1 you must own the variable x. To
reason about how that assignment interacts with the postcondition x = 2y
you must also have permission to read y — once again, to avoid races, to stop
some other thread/process writing y while you’re pausing for breath.
{x + 1 = 2y} x := x + 1 {x = 2y} (9)
Before and after the assignment you must own x and be able to read y. You
might think you could deduce that from the assignment and the free vari-
ables of the precondition and postcondition, but not so. If it were so, then
assignment would aﬀect ownership:
{y = 3} x := y {x = 3} (10)
It seems to me that we can’t hope to deduce ownership and permission con-
straints from the equalities and inequalities of ordinary Hoare logic assertions.
3 Groping for a solution
The ﬁrst approach which comes to mind is to get rid of the stack, to put
variables in the heap and to use (→) and () to deal with them. That, after
all, corresponds to the way the hardware does it (though on many machines
the registers don’t have addresses, and ‘variables’ in ‘the stack’ are more like
machine registers than anything else, so perhaps it’s not a complete answer).
But to date there hasn’t been an elegant solution based on that idea. In
particular it becomes diﬃcult to write simple assertions like x > y: instead
you have to write stuﬀ like ∃X, Y ·((x → Xy → Y )∧X > Y ). Simplicity for
the logician is not necessarily simplicity for the programmer: we don’t want
to make speciﬁcations so bloated that nobody can bear to write or read them.
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Maybe one day we will have to embrace the complexities of this approach, but
surely not before we’ve tried to ﬁnd something simpler.
The next most obvious approach is to use an ownership predicate to de-
scribe permission to use the stack, and employ it alongside remarks about the
value of x. 2 If we make that predicate immune to substitution (easy enough:
substitution already respects bound variable restrictions, for example) then
we might plausibly write
{(Own(x)  Own(y)) ∧ x + 1 = 2y}
x := x + 1
{(Own(x)  Own(y)) ∧ x = 2y}
(11)
and
{(Own(x)  Own(y)) ∧ y = 3} x := y {(Own(x)  Own(y)) ∧ x = 3} (12)
These examples do obey Hoare’s assignment axiom (7) if you allow that
Own(x)xE is Own(x). That reading of substitution is necessary just because
assignment doesn’t aﬀect ownership (see section 2.1).
Own(x) is a predicate which is true iﬀ the stack consists of a single variable
called x which you’re allowed to read and write. It follows that Own(x) 
Own(y) puts two single-variable stacks together to make a two-variable stack,
that Own(x)  Own(x) should be false, that Own(x) ∧ Own(y) should mean
that x and y name the same variable (that is, x and y are aliases), that
Own(x) ∨ Own(y) means I’m not sure what the variable’s name is (not the
same thing as an alias!), and that ¬(Own(x)) means a stack which is anything
but a singleton containing x. This makes the stack claim Own(x) ∧ x = 3
closely analagous with the heap claim 10 → 3.
I can deal with partial ownership using the ideas that lie behind heap
permissions [4]. A fractional permission 3 or a counted read permission al-
lows reading but not writing; a source permission allows creation of counted
read permissions. Own0.5(x) is a fractional read permission; Own
>(x) is
a counted read permission; Ownn(x) is a source permission from which n
2 This was suggested to me at various time and by various people — Jules Bean and
Hongseok Yang at least. Foolishly, I didn’t listen to any of them. Instead I worked back-
wards from a plausible formalism and only at last realised that I’d arrived at what they
had already proposed.
3 I know already that fractions are not quite the thing because they don’t allow straight-
forward inductive deﬁnitions of fractional access to data structures (see [4] for details). I
already know how to ﬁx the problem, but fractions won’t lead us astray in the examples in
this paper.
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counted read permissions have been extracted; undecorated Own(x) is equiv-
alent to Own1.0(x) or Own
0(x) — all by syntactic analogy with the heap per-
missions E 0.5−−→ , E  and E n−→ . Partial ownership combines in the obvi-
ous way — for example Ownz(x)Ownz′(x) ⇐⇒ Ownz+z′(x)∧z > 0∧z′ > 0
— and it allows certain deductions — for example OwnE(x) ⇒ E ≥ 0. Sub-
stitution in OwnE(x) can aﬀect E but not x.
You might reasonably expect that the model of this logic would be sepa-
rated stacks deﬁned by the Own predicate. It is, more or less, but the principle
that assignment doesn’t aﬀect ownership means that we need something more.
The model, given to me by Hongseok Yang, is a set O of owned variables and
a stack s mapping variables to integers. The stack isn’t split by , but O is:
(O, s)  (O′, s′) = if O ∩O′ = ∅ ∧ s = s′ then (O ∪O′, s) else undeﬁned (13)
(O, s)  Own(x) iﬀ x ∈ O
(O, s)  P1  P2 iﬀ
⎛
⎜⎝O1 ,O2 exist s.t.(O1 , s)  (O2 , s) = (O, s) and
(O1 , s)  P1 and (O2 , s)  P2
⎞
⎟⎠
(O, s)  P1 ∧ P2 iﬀ (O, s)  P1 and (O, s)  P2
(O, s)  P1 ∨ P2 iﬀ (O, s)  P1 or (O, s)  P2
(O, s)  ¬P iﬀ not ((O, s)  P )
(14)
The model allows us to judge that a particular assertion is well-supported :
Deﬁnition 3.1 P is well-supported iﬀ when (O, s)  P then, for any stack s′
s.t. for all o in O s(o) = s′(o), (O, s′)  P .
This allows P to mention variables mapped by s but outside O, so long as
the particular values of those variables doesn’t matter. That allows me to say
that Own(x) is entirely equivalent to Own(x)∧ y = y, and that both are well-
supported. Similarly, (Own(x) ∧ y = 3)  (Own(y) ∧ y = 3) is well-supported
and equivalent to Own(x)  Own(y) ∧ y = 3. Both these properties simplify
the treatment of variable assignment below.
The logic is restricted to deductions about well-supported assertions, but
I’ve introduced a special notation of variable contexts. To simplify the dis-
cussion I’ve begun by treating a language which doesn’t use the heap, as in
conventional Hoare logic. This feels more than a little cowardly, and to recover
my pride I’ve pointed out at the end of this paper how easy it is to deal with
the heap as well.
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4 Variable contexts
To simplify assertions, substitution and the notion of well-scoping I introduce
some notation.
P ::= Γ  Q | P  P | P ∧ P | P ∨ P (15)
where the variable context Γ is a comma-separated list of variable names
(possibly decorated with permissions) and Q is a conventional predicate logic
assertion (nothing about the heap: no →, no emp, no , no −).
A contextual assertion x1 , x2 , . . . , xn  Q is shorthand for (Own(x1 ) 
Own(x2 )· · ·Own(xn))∧Q. It asserts ownership of all and only the variables
in the context and the truth of Q. Comma mimics , so it’s associative and
commutative. A contextual assertion is well-scoped if all the free variables of
the formula are owned in the context or if it can be transformed, by equivalence
transformations, into a well-scoped assertion. Clearly, well-scoped assertions
are well-supported.
A contextual assertion is false if the variable context claims a variable more
than once (just because Own(x)  Own(x) is false).
An unsupported assertion is not necessarily false, but since it isn’t properly
resourced it can’t be used: all my rules demand well-supported assertions.
P1  P2 , where P1 and P2 are contextual assertions, splits the stack.
Because you can always use fractional permissions 4 you can always split a
contextual assertion. You can always join them too: (Γ  Q)  (Δ  R) is
equivalent to Γ,Δ  Q∧R. In particular that means it’s false if Γ,Δ claims the
same variable more than once. You can also do obvious stuﬀ like transforming
P1  (P2 ∨ P3 ) into (P1  P2 ) ∨ (P1  P3 ).
It’s clear what ¬(Γ  Q) means – the stack is such that Γ  Q is false –
but I shan’t make any use of it.
4.1 Semaphore permissions
In hardware terms a semaphore is just a variable. In software terms it’s some-
thing we can P and V from outside, and treat as a read/write variable inside
its CCR-body (see (4)). That’s an obvious case for permissions. In the exam-
ples of this paper I don’t really need to account for semaphore permissions,
but I show them anyway because eventually it will be necessary.
The total permission for a semaphore m splits into three parts: mP, mV
and mS. The S permission is held by the semaphore resource-bundle itself, and
allows reading and writing. The P and V permissions are existence permissions,
4 [4] says you can’t split counted read permissions or source permissions, but I now know
how to do that too. It would be a distraction to give details here.
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and give no access to the variable at all, but they do allow P and V respectively.
P and V are inﬁnitely divisible, to allow arbitrary sharing of the semaphore,
but I shall spare you that notational complexity in this paper: in my examples
I will pretend, for simplicity, that each semaphore has only one user.
5 Rules
In deductions I permit only well-scoped assertions, and that restriction re-
places previous side conditions restricting use of variables.
The frame rule is now almost unadorned, but it does require a side con-
dition (which you can’t deduce from the general requirement that P  Q and
P  R are well-scoped):
{Q}C {R}
{P  Q}C {P  R} , provided P is well-scoped (16)
The side condition that C doesn’t overwrite free variables of P has become a
side condition of well-scoping, and that is almost a syntactic condition. 5 The
eﬀect, because the variable-assignment rule (19) insists that a variable which
is overwritten must be totally owned, is what we need: C can’t overwrite
the free variables of P because the context of P must claim at least partial
ownership, and then -separation in P  Q means that Q can’t have total
ownership.
The concurrency rule is unchanged from (2) but now needs no side condi-
tion because the assertions must be well-scoped, therefore well-supported and
stack-separated.
The CCR rule now combines stacks on entry to the command C and splits
them on exit. It needs an additional antecedent because there must be (not
necessarily total) permission to read the resource bundle b. Well-scoping of
b’s invariant Ib is a side condition: once again, this is almost syntactic, and
will be in any case required directly by the rule (not shown here) which deals
with the declaration of b.
Q → (Own (b)  true) {(Q  Ib) ∧G}C {R  Ib}
{Q}with b when G do C od {R} , provided Ib is well-scoped
(17)
The antecedent precondition (Q  Ib) ∧G gives a little trouble. G, a program
formula, can’t have a context, and so variables in G are outside the scope of
any context in (Q  Ib) ∧G. We have to read it as shorthand for an assertion
5 Any sensible tool-writer would surely insist that P must be syntactically well-scoped,
with no need for equivalence transformations.
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(not necessarily a well-scoped assertion) which combines the stacks of Q and
Ib and distributes G across the result.
6 For example:
Q : mP, t
>  true
Im : (mS  m = 0) ∨ (mS, c, tc  c ≥ 0)
G : m = 1
(Q  Im) ∧G : (mP, t
>,mS  m = 0 ∧m = 1) ∨
(mP, t
>,mS, c, t
c  c ≥ 0 ∧m = 1)
(18)
The variable-assignment axiom becomes a rule whose antecedent is even
more almostly syntactic than the side conditions above:
R → (Own(x)  true)
{RxE} x := E {R} (19)
There is no aliasing side condition (no need to hide behind the restrictions of
separation logic: see section 6.1), but of course R and RxE must be well-scoped.
There are some interesting consequences of this deﬁnition.
(i) Splitting the stack with () and then applying variable assignment is
quite ok:
{(x  y = 3)  (y  y = 3)} x := y {(x  x = 3)  (y  y = 3)} (20)
The precondition looks odd, because x  y = 3 is ill-scoped. If we
combine the stacks in the postcondition and then apply the axiom
{x, y  y = 3 ∧ y = 3} x := y {x, y  x = 3 ∧ y = 3} (21)
nothing looks out of place. In fact there’s nothing wrong with the split-
stack deduction (20) either: (x  y = 3)  (y  y = 3) is altogether
well-supported, and well-scoped too because it’s easily converted to the
unfrightening x, y  y = 3.
(ii) R and RxE must be well-scoped, and both must include Own(x), but
otherwise x need not occur in R. This allows surprises like
{x  true}x := y + 1 {x  true} (22)
There’s no race if you take no notice! I’m rather fond of that mischievous
6 I believe that’s what Yang’s model says it means, but I explained it in detail in case you
ﬁnd it as surprising as I did.
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possibility. But it, too, can give a surprise:
{x  y + 1 = y + 1} x := y + 1 {x  x = x} (23)
The precondition is well-supported, and it’s well-scoped because it easily
converts to x  true.
6 Rules in action
Because Hoare logic has nothing to say about resource, we can make mislead-
ing deductions like
{y = 1} x := 7 {y = 1} (24)
which weasel out of their obligation to display all the eﬀects of an assigment. In
separation logic the frame rule catches the weasel, because the side condition
disallows the deduction
{y = 1} x := 7 {y = 1}
{x = 3  y = 1} x := 7 {x = 3  y = 1} (25)
since x := 7 alters a variable free in x = 3.
Variable contexts catch the varmint too, in either of two traps. An an-
tecedent which doesn’t own x
{y  y = 1} x := 7 {y  y = 1}
{(x  x = 3)  (y  y = 1)} x := 7 {(x  x = 3)  (y  y = 1)} (26)
fails because it doesn’t have the resource to support the assignment. An
antecedent which claims x
{x, y  y = 1} x := 7 {x, y  y = 1}
{(x  x = 3)  (x, y  y = 1)} x := 7 {(x  x = 3)  (x, y  y = 1)} (27)
can’t at the same time leave it behind: the consequent pre-condition is false.
6.1 Variable aliasing and contexts
In the variable-assignment rule (19) we must own the assigned variable x and
any variables mentioned in R or in RxE must be named in the context. Since
the context describes a -separated list of Own predicates, that’s it for aliasing:
there can’t be any aliases for x around to upset the substitution.
But I might do even better and control aliasing. Own(x)∧Own(y) describes
a stack with two names for the same cell. In bold analogy with BI, I might use
comma for separation, and semicolon for identity of variables. Substitution
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{mPV  true}
P(m) :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
{
(
(mPV  true) 
(
(mS  m = 0) ∨ (mS, c  m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0)
))
∧m = 1} ∴{
(mPV,mS  true ∧m = 0 ∧m = 1) ∨
(mPV,mS, c  true ∧m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0 ∧m = 1)
}
∴
{mPV,mS, c  m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0}
m := 0
{mPV,mS, c  m = 0 ∧ c ≥ 0} ∴
{(mPV, c  c ≥ 0)  (mS  m = 0)} ∴
{(mPV, c  c ≥ 0) 
(
(mS  m = 0) ∨ (mS, c  m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0)
)
}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
{mPV, c  c ≥ 0}
c++
{mPV, c  c > 0}
V(m) :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
{
(
(mPV, c  c > 0) 
(
(mS  m = 0) ∨ (mS, c  m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0)
))
∧ true} ∴{
(mPV, c,mS  c > 0 ∧m = 0 ∧ true) ∨
(mPV, c,mS, c  c > 0 ∧m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0 ∧ true)
}
∴
{mPV, c,mS  c > 0 ∧m = 0}
m := 1
{mPV, c,mS  c > 0 ∧m = 1} ∴
{(mPV  true)  (mS, c  m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0)} ∴{
(mPV  true) 
(
(mS  m = 0) ∨ (mS, c  m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0)
)}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
{mPV  true}
Fig. 1. Variable-ownership transfer from and to a mutex
would have to be context-sensitive, which isn’t too hard (I’ve been doing worse
for years in Jape [1], and that runs at a reasonable speed):
Γ, x, y  yxE ⇒ y
Γ, x; y  yxE ⇒ E
(28)
Taraa, ching! as we used to say in the 1960s. To avoid muddying the waters
I won’t try to develop this idea further for the time being (I think it would
need a well-scoped R at least, and no doubt more).
It’s nice that the frame rule works without a signiﬁcant side condition and
that variable aliasing is under control, but none of this is very surprising or
particularly useful. The point of introducing variable contexts is to explain
variable-ownership transfer using CCRs.
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P(m); c++; V(m)
. . .
P(m); c−−; V(m)
P(m); c++; V(m)
. . .
P(m); c−−; V(m)
. . .
P(m); c++; V(m)
. . .
P(m); c−−; V(m)
Fig. 2. Is c ≥ 0 invariant?
7 Mutexes and variable-ownership transfer
Consider the program fragment
P(m); c++; V(m) (29)
The semaphore m is a mutex (a binary semaphore, one in which m = 0∨m =
1) which owns/contains an integer variable c and which protects a critical
section, in this case the single instruction c++. I’d like to prove that this
fragment maintains a semaphore invariant which includes c ≥ 0.
The program takes c out of the semaphore with P(m), increments it, and
puts it back with V(m). By analogy with O’Hearn’s buﬀer-ownership-transfer
example [15] the invariant must surely describe a disjunction of states. In
the normal or ‘checked-in’ state outside the critical section it must be mS, c 
m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0; in the ‘checked-out’ state within a critical section we need
mS  m = 0. The invariant is therefore
(mS  m = 0) ∨ (mS, c  m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0) (30)
Proof that (29) preserves the semaphore invariant is shown in ﬁgure 1. The
only tricky bit is the simpliﬁcation on entry to V(m). The second disjunct
in the second line is false because it claims c twice. This is the separation
property at work: if every thread plays by the rules, and if a thread has the
c permission, then the semaphore must be in the mS  m = 0 state.
The critical section (c++) is mutually exclusive with any other critical
section using the same mutex because the program gets exclusive permission
to access c. It’s impossible, by the separation property, that any other thread
could have the same permission at the same time.
Even this simple example needs a lot of tedious calculation to prove a
simple ownership transfer – “a great deal of work for such a simple matter” as
Burstall [8] put it. At any rate, in other examples I’ll omit the rearrangement
on entry and the consequence step on exit from a semaphore (the ﬁrst and
last lines in P(m) and V(m) in ﬁgure 1).
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{mPV  true}
P(m)
{mPV, c, tc  c ≥ 0}
c++
{mPV, c, tc−1  c > 0} ∴ {mPV, c, tc, t>  c > 0}
V(m)
{mPV, t>  true}
. . .
{mPV, t>  true}
P(m) :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
{
(mPV, t
>,mS  true ∧m = 0 ∧m = 1) ∨
(mPV, t
>,mS, c, t
c  true ∧m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0 ∧m = 1)
}
∴
{mPV,mS, c, tc−1  m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0} ∴
{mPV,mS, c, tc−1  m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0 ∧ c− 1 ≥ 0} ∴
{mPV,mS, c, tc−1  m = 1 ∧ c > 0}
m := 0
{mPV,mS, c, tc−1  m = 0 ∧ c > 0} ∴
{(mPV, c, tc−1  c > 0)  (mS  m = 0)}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
{mPV, c, tc−1  c > 0}
c−−
{mPV, c, tc  c ≥ 0}
V(m)
{mPV  true}
Fig. 3. Ticket permits variable decrement to preserve invariant
8 Auxiliary ticket transfer
The readers-and-writers example (ﬁgure 4) presents a particular permission-
accounting diﬃculty. The reader mutex contains various resources, amongst
which is a count variable c; we want to guarantee that c ≥ 0 is part of the
semaphore invariant. The count variable is incremented in the reader prologue
and can be treated logically just as in ﬁgure 1. But in the epilogue the count
is decreased: if all we can rely on is c ≥ 0 from the invariant, then c−− can
make c negative, and the invariant is destroyed.
The simplest way to show the problem is to compose lots of copies of
a program which ﬁrst increments and then decrements a count, each time
in a critical section, shown in ﬁgure 2. It’s completely obvious that this
program does exactly as many decrements as increments, and will preserve
c ≥ 0 in the semaphore invariant. The problem is to prove it by local reasoning.
The solution depends on the use of an auxiliary t to track the number of
increments and decrements that have occurred, using permissions to record the
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diﬀerence. 7 Recall that, by analogy with heap permissions, tN is a counting
source permission and t> a counted read permission: then the semaphore
invariant is
(mS  m = 0) ∨ (mS, c, tc  m = 1 ∧ c ≥ 0) (31)
I don’t really need c ≥ 0 in the second disjunct because tc in the context
implies it — recall the treatment of heap permissions in [4] — but I’ve left it
in place for clarity.
The proof is now straightforward and shown in ﬁgure 3. I’ve skipped most
of the internal semaphore deductions, because they are so similar to those
in ﬁgure 1. Note that the program emerges from the ﬁrst P with a source
permission tc; incrementing c means that it can put back tc in the following
V and still be left with t>. Note also the pre- and post-conditions of c++:
substitution does aﬀect source-permission formulae in the context.
The action is all in the second P. The ﬁrst deduction is standard, selecting
one of the invariant alternatives based on the value of m. But when we combine
tc from the semaphore with t> from the thread, we get tc−1 and from that, by
the properties of counting permissions, we can deduce c− 1 ≥ 0 and therefore
c > 0. Once again the separation property is doing the work: if we really have
a read permission and the semaphore really has the source permission, then
the re-combination will be another valid source permission.
Because of the way that counting permissions work, possession of the read
permission t> is a guarantee that somewhere there is a source permission tN
with N ≥ 1. In this program we know where it is: locked in the mutex, or
checked out in a critical section. The ticket-variable t is a perfect auxiliary.
The program knows nothing about it, because we haven’t had to insert any
instructions which manipulate it.
Shazam! — it works, with local reasoning, the separation property, and a
semaphore invariant.
I can’t yet prove that if the program in ﬁgure 2 starts with c = C then it
ﬁnishes with c = C.
9 Readers and writers
Enough preparation: I am now set up to assault the citadel of the readers-
and-writers example, shown in more or less its original form in ﬁgure 4. The
semaphore m (mutex in the original) holds a variable c (readcount in the
original) and, when c > 0, it also holds a source permission to a shared
7 Matthew Parkinson and I independently devised solutions using read permission on an
auxiliary heap buﬀer as a ticket. Cristiano Calcagno pointed out that permission to access
a variable alone would do.
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READERS WRITER
prologue:
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
P(m);
c++;
if c = 1 then P(w) else skip ﬁ;
V(m);
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
P (w);
..... .....
reading happens writing happens
..... .....
V (w);
epilogue:
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
P(m);
c−−;
if c = 0 then V(w) else skip ﬁ;
V(m)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
Fig. 4. Readers and writers (from [9], with shortened names and explicit skips)
resource which can be read in the ‘reading happens’ section between prologue
and epilogue. The semaphore w (write in the original) holds a total permission
to the same shared resource.
The invariant of w is very straightforward:
(wS  w = 0) ∨ (wS, y  w = 1) (32)
The invariant of m is a little more intricate:
(mS  m = 0) ∨ (mS, wPV, c, t  m = 1 ∧ c = 0) ∨
(mS, wPV, c, t
c, yc  m = 1 ∧ c > 0) (33)
We need the ticket t because the variable y, which is standing for the critical
resource controlled by m and w, isn’t always in the m semaphore. If the
reader has a t> permission then we can be sure that the m semaphore isn’t in
the mS, wPV, c, t  m = 1 ∧ c = 0 state, because that would claim too much
t resource. That is, the t> ticket guarantees that c > 0 when we enter the
epilogue.
The really interesting thing about readers-and-writers is that the writer’s
critical section is mutually exclusive with the “reading happens” section, which
isn’t protected by a mutex. Of course mutual exclusion is provided by the
separation property: a reader’s possession of y> guarantees that no writer can
have y0, and vice-versa for a writer. Figure 5 shows how the readers prologue
proof goes.
That proof is, once again, very tedious. It could be reduced a little in
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{mPV  true}
P(m) :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(mPV,mS  true ∧m = 0 ∧m = 1) ∨
(mPV,mS, wPV, c, t  true ∧m = 1 ∧ c = 0 ∧m = 1) ∨
(mPV,mS, wPV, c, t
c, yc  true ∧m = 1 ∧ c > 0 ∧m = 1)
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ ∴{
(mPV,mS, wPV, c, t  c = 0 ∧m = 1) ∨ (mPV,mS, wPV, c, tc, yc  c > 0 ∧m = 1)
}
m := 0{
(mPV,mS, wPV, c, t  c = 0 ∧m = 0) ∨ (mPV,mS, wPV, c, tc, yc  c > 0 ∧m = 0)
}
∴{(
(mPV, wPV, c, t  c = 0) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t
c, yc  c > 0)
)
 (mS  m = 0)
}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
{(mPV, wPV, c, t  c = 0) ∨ (mPV, wPV, c, tc, yc  c > 0)}
c++
{(mPV, wPV, c, t  c− 1 = 0) ∨ (mPV, wPV, c, tc−1, yc−1  c− 1 > 0)}
if c = 1 then
{(mPV, wPV, c, t  c− 1 = 0 ∧ c = 1) ∨ (mPV, wPV, c, tc−1, yc−1  c− 1 > 0 ∧ c = 1)} ∴
{mPV, wPV, c, t  c = 1}
P(w) :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
{
(mPV, wPV, c, t, wS, y  c = 1 ∧ w = 1 ∧ w = 1) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t, wS  c = 1 ∧ w = 0 ∧ w = 1)
}
∴
{mPV, wPV, c, t, wS, y  c = 1 ∧ w = 1}
w := 0
{mPV, wPV, c, t, wS, y  c = 1 ∧ w = 0} ∴
{(mPV, wPV, c, t, y  c = 1)  (wS  w = 0)}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
{mPV, wPV, c, t, y  c = 1} ∴
{mPV, wPV, c, tc−1, yc−1  c = 1}
else
{(mPV, wPV, c, t  c− 1 = 0 ∧ c 	= 1) ∨ (mPV, wPV, c, tc−1, yc−1  c− 1 > 0 ∧ c 	= 1)} ∴
{mPV, wPV, c, tc−1, yc−1  c > 1)}
skip
{mPV, wPV, c, tc−1, yc−1  c > 1)}
ﬁ
{mPV, wPV, c, tc−1, yc−1  c ≥ 1)} ∴
{mPV, wPV, c, tc, t>, yc, y>  c ≥ 1)}
V(m) :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(mPV, wPV, c, t
c, t>, yc, y>,mS  c ≥ 1 ∧m = 0 ∧ true) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t
c, t>, yc, y>,mS, wPV, c, t  c ≥ 1 ∧m = 1 ∧ c = 0 ∧ true) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t
c, t>, yc, y>,mS, wPV, c, t
c, yc  c ≥ 1 ∧m = 1 ∧ c > 0 ∧ true)
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ ∴
{mPV, wPV, c, tc, t>, yc, y>,mS  c ≥ 1 ∧m = 0}
m := 1
{mPV, wPV, c, tc, t>, yc, y>,mS  c ≥ 1 ∧m = 1} ∴{
(mPV, t
>, y>  true)  (mS, wPV, c, tc, yc  m = 1 ∧ c > 0)
}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
{mPV, t>, y>  true}
Fig. 5. Proof of the reader prologue
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{mPV, y>, t>  true}
P(m) :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(mPV, y
>, t>,mS  true ∧m = 0 ∧m = 1) ∨
(mPV, y
>, t>,mS, wPV, c, t  true ∧m = 1 ∧ c = 0 ∧m = 1) ∨
(mPV, y
>, t>,mS, wPV, c, t
c, yc  true ∧m = 1 ∧ c > 0 ∧m = 1)
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ ∴
{mPV, y>, t>,mS, wPV, c, tc, yc  m = 1 ∧ c > 0} ∴
{mPV,mS, wPV, c, tc−1, yc−1  m = 1 ∧ c > 0}
m := 0
{mPV,mS, wPV, c, tc−1, yc−1  m = 0 ∧ c > 0} ∴
{(mPV, wPV, c, tc−1, yc−1  c > 0)  (mS  m = 0)}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
{mPV, wPV, c, tc−1, yc−1  c > 0}
c−−
{mPV, wPV, c, tc, yc  c ≥ 0}
if c = 0 then
{mPV, wPV, c, tc, yc  c ≥ 0 ∧ c = 0} ∴ {mPV, wPV, c, t, y  c = 0}
V(w) :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
{
(mPV, wPV, c, t, y, wS, y  c = 0 ∧ w = 1 ∧ true) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t, y, wS  c = 0 ∧ w = 0 ∧ true)
}
∴
{mPV, wPV, c, t, y, wS  c = 0 ∧ w = 0}
w := 1
{mPV, wPV, c, t, y, wS  c = 0 ∧ w = 1} ∴
{(mPV, wPV, c, t  c = 0)  (wS, y  w = 1)}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
{mPV, wPV, c, t  c = 0}
else
{mPV, wPV, c, tc, yc  c ≥ 0 ∧ c 	= 0} ∴ {mPV, wPV, c, tc, yc  c > 0}
skip
{mPV, wPV, c, tc, yc  c > 0}
ﬁ
{(mPV, wPV, c, t  c = 0) ∨ (mPV, wPV, c, tc, yc  c > 0)}
V(m) :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(mPV, wPV, c, t,mS  c = 0 ∧m = 0 ∧ true) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t,mS, wPV, c, t  c = 0 ∧m = 1 ∧ c = 0 ∧ true) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t,mS, wPV, c, t
c, yc  c = 0 ∧m = 1 ∧ c > 0 ∧ true) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t
c, yc,mS  c > 0 ∧m = 0 ∧ true) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t
c, yc,mS, wPV, c, t  c > 0 ∧m = 1 ∧ c = 0 ∧ true) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t
c, yc,mS, wPV, c, t
c, yc  c > 0 ∧m = 1 ∧ c > 0 ∧ true)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
∴
{
(mPV, wPV, c, t,mS  c = 0 ∧m = 0 ∧ true) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t
c, yc,mS  c > 0 ∧m = 0 ∧ true)
}
m := 1{
(mPV, wPV, c, t,mS  c = 0 ∧m = 1 ∧ true) ∨
(mPV, wPV, c, t
c, yc,mS  c > 0 ∧m = 1 ∧ true)
}
∴{
(mPV  true) 
(
(wPV, c, t,mS  c = 0 ∧m = 1) ∨
(wPV, c, t
c, yc,mS  c > 0 ∧m = 1)
)}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
{mPV  true}
Fig. 6. Proof of the reader epilogue
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READERS WRITER
P(m3 );
P(r);
P(m1 );
nr++;
if nr = 1 then P(w) else skip ﬁ;
V(m1 );
V(r);
V(m3 );
... reading happens here ...
P(m1 );
nr−−;
if nr = 0 then V(w) else skip ﬁ
V(m1 )
P(m2 );
nw++;
if nw = 1 then P(r) else skip ﬁ;
V(m2 );
P(w);
... writing happens here ...
V(w);
P(m2 );
nw−−;
if nw = 0 then V(r) else skip ﬁ
V(m2 )
Fig. 7. Readers and writers with priority to writers (from [9], with shortened names)
length if I’d made use of the frame rule in one or two places, but this kind
of careful accounting is just what a compiler might be good at, and we can
reasonably hope that at least resource safety could be checked by a compiler.
The epilogue proof, shown in ﬁgure 6, is similarly tedious. The ticket
permission t> plays the same roˆle as it did in the simpler case of ﬁgure 3.
This proof is complete in every detail, apart from the issue of how readers
share the mPV permission. It even supports the daft things that I claimed you
could do in [4]. For example you can write
pro; pro; pro;
(
read1; epi read2 read3
)
; epi ; read4; epi (34)
– and the tickets perform correctly. You can even run two epilogues in parallel
(I’d need to account for division of P and V permissions to prove it, but that’s
an unimportant tweak):
pro; pro; pro;
(
read1; epi read2 read3; epi
)
; read4; epi (35)
10 Readers and writers with priority
The program in ﬁgure 4 has a well-known deﬁciency: it doesn’t operate any
policy to manage readers and writers together. Readers might be starved by a
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READERS WRITER
P(e);
if nw 	= 0 ∨ dw 	= 0 then
(
dr++;V(e);
P(r); dr−−
)
else skip ﬁ;
nr++;
if dr 	= 0 ∧ dw = 0 then V(r) else V(e) ﬁ;
... reading happens here ...
P(e);
nr−−;
if nr = 0 ∧ dw 	= 0 then V(w)
elsf dr 	= 0 ∧ dw = 0 then V(r) else V(e) ﬁ
P(e);
if nr 	= 0 ∨ nw 	= 0 then
(
dw++;V(e);
P(w); dw−−
)
else skip ﬁ;
nw := 1;
V(e);
... writing happens here ...
P(e);
nw := 0;
if dr 	= 0 then V(r)
elsf dw 	= 0 then V(w) else V(e) ﬁ
Fig. 8. Readers and writers with alternating priority (from [2], with modiﬁcations)
(eS  e = 0) ∨
(eS, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  e = 1 ∧ dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(eS, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  e = 1 ∧ dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
(rS  r = 0) ∨
(rS, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  r = 1 ∧ dr > 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
(wS  w = 0) ∨
(wS, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  w = 1 ∧ dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0)
Fig. 9. Split-binary semaphore invariants for readers-and-writers with alternating priority
procession of writers, or writers by readers. We might want to give priority to
writers over readers, or vice-versa, and we might want to vary the conditions
of priority.
Figure 7 shows the solution given by Courtois et. al. in [9]. It uses rather
a lot of semaphores: three mutexes, an r and a w. It counts the number of
active readers in nr and delayed writers in nw . m1 and w play the same roˆle
that m and w did in ﬁgure 4. The authors claim that they provide priority to
writers over readers, in that at most one process can be waiting at r, but that
seems a racy argument to me. The ﬁrst writer waits at r (writer prologue line
3), but a reader could overtake it (reader prologue line 2). It would be nice
if r could contain the permission to ping w, but that doesn’t work: a second
writer can overtake the one waiting at r and go on to wait at w, so it must
already have the permission. But the program doesn’t seem very interesting
anyway, because its proof is essentially the same as the non-prioritised version.
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{ePV, rPV, wPV  true}
Framed:
〈 {eP  true}
P(e){
(eP, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(eP, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}〉
{
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}
if nw 	= 0 ∨ dw 	= 0 then{
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}
dr++{
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr > 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr > 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}
Framed:
〈{ (eV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr > 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(eV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr > 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}
V(e)
{eV  true}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV  true}
Framed:
〈 {rP  true}
P(r)
{rP, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr > 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr > 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
dr−−
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
else
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw = 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
skip
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw = 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
ﬁ
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
nr++
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr−1, ynr−1  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0} ∴
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , t>, ynr , y>  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
if dr 	= 0 ∧ dw = 0 then
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , t>, ynr , y>  dr > 0 ∧ dw = 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
Framed:
〈 {rV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr > 0 ∧ dw = 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
V(r)
{rV  true}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV, t>, y>  true}
else{
ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , t>, ynr , y> 
dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0 ∧ (dr = 0 ∨ dw 	= 0)
}
Framed:
〈 {eV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0 ∧ (dr = 0 ∨ dw 	= 0)}
V(e)
{eV  true}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV, t>, y>  true}
ﬁ
{ePV, rPV, wPV, t>, y>  true}
Fig. 10. Proof of alternating-priority readers prologue
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{ePV, rPV, wPV, t>, y>  true}
Framed:
〈 {eP  true}
P(e){
(eP, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(eP, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}〉
{
(ePV, rPV, wPV, t
>, y>, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(ePV, rPV, wPV, t
>, y>, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}
∴
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr−1, ynr−1  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
nr−−
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
if nr = 0 ∧ dw 	= 0 then
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
Framed:
〈 {wV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
V(w)
{wV  true}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV  true}
elsf dr 	= 0 ∧ dw = 0 then
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr > 0 ∧ dw = 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
Framed:
〈 {rV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr > 0 ∧ dw = 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
V(r)
{rV  true}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV  true}
else
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
Framed:
〈 {eV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0}
V(e)
{eV  true}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV  true}
ﬁ
{ePV, rPV, wPV  true}
Fig. 11. Proof of alternating-priority readers epilogue
Andrews, in [2], uses a split binary semaphore e/r/w. I’ve modiﬁed his
solution to try to alternate priority between readers and writers (a reader
shouldn’t start if there’s already a writer waiting; exiting readers should prefer
to start waiting writers, and vice-versa) and my version is shown in ﬁgure 8.
This solution does appear to provide queue management: delayed readers wait
on r, delayed writers on w, both sides can see both counts, and can act ‘fairly’.
My version puts the instructions that decrement dr and dw in what seems to
be the right place, and attempts to alternate readers and writers (if there are
writers waiting, the last reader starts one; vice-versa for the writer).
To make a split binary semaphore work in separation logic, as O’Hearn
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{ePV, rPV, wPV  true}
Framed:
〈 {eP  true}
P(e){
(eP, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(eP, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}〉
{
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}
if nr 	= 0 ∨ nw 	= 0 then{
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}
dw++{
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}
Framed:
〈
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(eV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(eV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0
∧nw = 0)
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭
V(e)
{eV  true}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV  true}
Framed:
〈 {wP  emp}
P(w)
{wP, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
dw−−
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
else
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , tnr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
skip
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
ﬁ
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
nw := 1
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1}
Framed:
〈 {eV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1}
V(e)
{eV  true}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV, y  true}
Fig. 12. Proof of alternating-priority writer prologue
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{ePV, rPV, wPV, y  true}
Framed:
〈 {eP  emp}
P(e){
(eP, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(eP, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}〉
{
(ePV, rPV, wPV, y, dr , dw , nr , nw , t  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1) ∨
(ePV, rPV, wPV, y, dr , dw , nr , nw , t
nr , ynr  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr ≥ 0 ∧ nw = 0)
}
∴
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 1}
nw := 0
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr ≥ 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
if dr 	= 0 then
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr > 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
Framed:
〈 {dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr > 0 ∧ dw ≥ 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
V(r)
{rV  true}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV  true}
elsf dw 	= 0 then
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr = 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
Framed:
〈 {wV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr = 0 ∧ dw > 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
V(w)
{wV  true}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV  true}
else
{ePV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr = 0 ∧ dw = 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
Framed:
〈 {eV, rPV, wPV, dr , dw , nr , nw , t, y  dr = 0 ∧ dw = 0 ∧ nr = 0 ∧ nw = 0}
V(e)
{eV  true}
〉
{ePV, rPV, wPV  true}
ﬁ
{ePV, rPV, wPV  emp}
Fig. 13. Proof of alternating-priority writer epilogue
points out in [15], we must make each hold a shared resource when it is 1:
then no pair can simultaneously be 1. The invariants of the semaphores are
shown in ﬁgure 9: e allows for the possibility that y is in the w semaphore; r
doesn’t have to do that, and has dr > 0 ∧ nw = 0; w is similar to r but with
dw > 0 ∧ nr = nw = 0.
The proofs are pretty straightforward, and largely consist of heaving the
invariants from one semaphore to the other. All that I can prove, of course, is
safety and mutual exclusion: liveness, and in particular absence of deadlock,
are not addressed. Figure 10 shows the reader prologue. The semaphore
steps are where all the action is, and deserve attention. P(e) and P(r) are
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straightforward and just like earlier examples. The ﬁrst V(e) step requires a
little step of consequence: dr > 0 → dr ≥ 0, surely. (That shows that my
‘safety’ proof doesn’t demonstrate very much: it would go through if there
were no dr++, which is rather important to the correctness of the algorithm.)
V(r) also needs consequence (nr > 0 → nr ≥ 0), as does the second V(e) to
show that the dr = 0∨ dw 	= 0 condition doesn’t matter. Figure 11 shows the
reader epilogue, which is simpler. The proofs of writer prologue and epilogue
are in ﬁgures 12 and 13: they are simpler than but ballsachingly similar to
the reader proofs.
11 The unbounded buﬀer: heap separation too
So far I’ve been discussing a logic that treats variables as resource but has
nothing to say about the heap. With a minor tweak it can deal with the
heap as well. First, recognise that we don’t need stack and heap versions
of : Own(x) describes a stack-particle and x → describes a heap-particle;
Own(x) ∧ x → doesn’t make sense because for sure they aren’t the same
resource; Own(x)  x → it has to be. In the previous discussion, for ease
of explanation, I desugared x1 , x2 , . . . , xn  Q as (Own(x1 ) Own(x2 )  · · · 
Own(xn))∧Q; if I alter that to Own(x1 ) Own(x2 )  · · · Own(xn)  Q then
I can deal with heap separation too.
The model deals with either version because the stack map s isn’t split by
: that is, there isn’t a semantic diﬀerence between (Own(x)Own(y))∧ (x >
3∧y < 3) and (Own(x)Own(y)) (x > 3∧y < 3) because ‘pure’ expressions
don’t feel resource separation. That being so, I can tackle the example which
actually started me down the road of considering variables as resource. It
doesn’t involve variable-ownership transfer, but it does need heap-ownership
transfer.
Dijkstra proposed an inter-thread buﬀer algorithm [10] but thought it
would be necessary to make buﬀer manipulation a critical section. Haber-
mann [11] proved that you don’t need to protect buﬀer manipulation in the
bounded case, using a separation argument (when the buﬀer count is non-
zero, consumer and producer aren’t working on the same element). O’Hearn’s
version [15] of the unbounded buﬀer algorithm, where cons is a version of
new that gives you a two-element cell and n is a counting semaphore holding
the buﬀer, is shown in ﬁgure 14, with contextual assertions describing the
invariant of consumer, buﬀer and producer.
The listseg heap predicate describes a sequence of cells in memory with
a ﬁrst and a last pointer. The ﬁrst pointer points to the ﬁrst cell in the
segment; the last pointer points from the segment to whatever follows (and is
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⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
CONSUMER BUFFER PRODUCER
{
tc, front , f0.5, nP
 front = f ∧ emp
}
{f0.5, b0.5, nS  listseg n f b}
{
tp, back , b0.5, nV
 back = b ∧ back → ,
}
while true do semaphore n := 0 while true do
tc := front ; back .0 := produce();
P(n); P : with n when n > 0 tp := cons();
front := front .1; do n−−; f := f.1 od back .1 := tp;
consume tc.0; V : with n when true V(n);
dispose tc do n++; b := b.1 od back := tp
od od
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
Fig. 14. O’Hearn’s unbounded buﬀer
not necessarily nil).
listseg 0 x x =ˆ emp
listseg (n + 1) x y =ˆ ∃x′ · (x → , x′  listseg n x′ y) (36)
This predicate doesn’t notice the value of the sequence stored in the list; that
suits me because I’m only interested in this proof in counting the resource.
Auxiliary variables f and b are beginning and end pointers of the n-cell
listseg in the buﬀer. P(n) blocks as long as n = 0; when n > 0 it decrements
n, but it must then give up an element of the buﬀer list, so it also moves
f to preserve the invariant. (We don’t need a special implementation of the
semaphore to provide mutual exclusion: f is auxiliary, so it can be assigned
in no time at all.) V(n) unguardedly increments n and moves auxiliary b.
It’s then extremely easy to prove that all three invariants are maintained.
Maintenance of the invariant in the body of the consumer loop, for example,
is shown in ﬁgure 15. I’ve used forward reasoning in the assignment steps. In
the P(n) step I’ve shown the whole expanded proof of the CCR step.
This example highlights the fact that the CCR rule (17) needs no side con-
ditions. The side condition of (3), that no other process alters a free variable
of antecedent pre- and post-conditions, has become a matter of permissions.
The consumer and buﬀer share a variable f ; the buﬀer and producer share
another variable b; the semaphore operations combine these permissions and
allow the semaphore body to alter the relevant variable. Subtle and global
has become simple and local.
The unbounded buﬀer example is also interesting because it has no critical
sections. Brinch Hansen certainly thought the possibility of such programs to
be a drawback of using semaphores in general, and cites it [6] as one reason for
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{front , tc, f0.5, nP  front = f ∧ emp}
tc := front
{front , tc, f0.5, nP  front = f ∧ tc = f ∧ emp}
P(n) :
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
{(
(front , tc, f0.5, nP  front = f ∧ tc = f ∧ emp) 
(f0.5, b0.5, nS  listseg n f b)
)
∧ n > 0
}
∴{
front , tc, f0.5, nP, nS, f0.5, b0.5 (
(front = f ∧ tc = f ∧ emp)  listseg n f b
)
∧ n > 0
}
∴
{front , tc, f, nPS, b0.5  f → , f ′  listseg (n− 1) f ′ b ∧ front = f ∧ tc = f ∧ n > 0}
n := n− 1
{front , tc, f, nPS, b0.5  f → , f ′  listseg n f ′ b ∧ front = f ∧ tc = f ∧ n ≥ 0}
f := f.1
{front , tc, f, nPS, b0.5  front → , f  listseg n f b ∧ tc = front ∧ n ≥ 0} ∴
{(front , tc, f0.5, nP  tc = front ∧ front → , f)  (nS, f0.5, b0.5  listseg n f b)}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
{front , tc, f0.5, nP  tc = front ∧ front → , f}
front := front .1
{front , tc, f0.5, nP  front = f ∧ tc → , f}
consume tc.0
{front , tc, f0.5, nP  front = f ∧ tc → , f}
dispose tc
{front , tc, f0.5, nP  front = f ∧ emp}
Fig. 15. Invariant preserved in consumer thread
turning to monitors, where there are always visible critical sections. It’s not
the only reason for making that change — monitors also have the advantage
that they allow the programmer to control queuing policies — but it’s clear
from this example that we now have a means of reasoning formally about
‘daring’ concurrent programs [15] which don’t have critical sections. The need
to possess resources taken from a semaphore, and the logical impossibility of
duplication of those resources, is suﬃcient to explain how independent use of
shared resource is enforced outside the hardware-established mutual exclusion
of the P and V instructions.
12 Conclusions
It does seem as if a bull-headed approach to the variable-ownership problem
has made a dent in it. Some rather subtle side conditions have been banished,
at least, and formal proof of some classic algorithms is now possible. But the
proofs are too complicated to be beautiful and they demonstrate only that
the resource accounting works. I think that’s alright: we want to be able to
build tools that do these proofs so perhaps formalism trumps beauty at this
stage of the game.
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